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1. [Related to responses of major comments] As you said, the difference of CCR5-delta32 frequency between this study and others might be due to diverse ethnicity in Iran population. However, as geographical distance between Golestan and Mashhad province is close, it is not easy to believe genetic distance between the two province is not close. It is much better to present supporting data that the two province has systematic genetic difference. Moreover, Rodriguez-Rodriguez et al (Arthritis Res Ther, 2011) showed that patients with cardiovascular events had lower frequency of CCR5-delta32. Mashhad cohort study aimed to investigate cardiovascular events (Ghayour-Mobarhan et al, International Journal of Public Health, 2015) and samples of your study were from this cohort study. So, relative low frequency of CCR5-delta32 of your study might be due to samples with cardiovascular events. Please specify whether 400 samples had cardiovascular event history.

2. [Related to Table 2] Please correct typos in Table 2 such as 7/573 and 0.019 and match significant figures. Also, it seems that p-values of each genotype form were calculated with one degree of freedom, which is wrong. It is better to remove p-values of each genotype form.
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